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<A>ABSTRACT 
Within the framework Conversation Analysis for Second Language Acquisition 
(CA-SLA), this study uses learning behavior tracking (LBT) (Markee, 2008) with 
longitudinal data to investigate word learning by one adult second language (L2) user of 
English. The adult is a first language (L1) user of Japanese with limited proficiency in 
English. Data are drawn from audio-recorded conversations-for-learning (Kasper, 2004) 
between this adult and the researcher, an L1 user of English and L2 user of Japanese, 
across a 7-month period. The analysis focuses on the learning of the word near and the 
non-use of the synonym close. Repair work is found to create opportunities for learning. 
It is argued that a word is likely to be learned if it is found to be immediately useful. 
Methodologically, this study shows that CA-SLA used with longitudinal data can be 
used to investigate word learning, meeting the criteria developed by Ellis (2010) for 
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showing learning. <END OF ABSTRACT> 
Keywords: CA-SLA; learning behavior tracking; longitudinal data; vocabulary learning; 
word learning 
 
Learning a new word in one’s second language (L2) involves gaining some degree of 
control over a new resource that an L2 user can use when interacting in that language. 
Learning a new word also involves the attainment of some sort of knowledge, but 
specifying what sort of knowledge this is does not appear to be straightforward. It 
includes, for example, knowledge of collocations, of synonyms and antonyms, of 
lexicogrammatical conventions, and of variation according to register and context (see, 
e.g., Elgort & Nation, 2010). Such aspects of knowledge are generally conceptualized as 
elements of vocabulary depth, but as has been pointed out by, for example, Read (2004) 
and Schmitt (2014), depth can be conceptualized in various ways. There can be various 
ways as well of researching the learning of vocabulary and such research can be 
considered inherently multidisciplinary (Elgort & Nation, 2010). In this article, I adopt a 
longitudinal approach and use learning behavior tracking (LBT) (Markee, 2008; 
Shintani & Ellis, 2014) to demonstrate how, in and through interaction during 
conversations-for-learning (Kasper, 2004), one L2 user of English starts to use a 
particular word and continues to use it over time. This research is framed within 
Conversation Analysis for Second Language Acquisition (CA-SLA) (Kasper & Wagner, 
2011) and, like other CA-SLA studies of word learning (see subsequent discussion), 
involves detailed analysis of actual episodes of interaction. 
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<A>WORD LEARNING AND LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES IN INTERACTION 
Several studies of word learning through interaction have been conducted within 
the wider program of investigating acquisition of various elements of a second language 
under different input conditions, namely, unmodified input, pre-modified input, and 
interactionally modified input. These studies (e.g., Ellis, Tanaka, & Yamazaki, 1994) 
have provided some evidence of better comprehension and learning of new vocabulary 
when the input is interactionally modified. More recent research within the same 
paradigm has looked at such things as the ordering of input and interaction (Gass & 
Alvarez Torres, 2005), which was found not to have an effect on vocabulary learning, 
and collaborative versus individual tasks (Nassaji & Tian, 2010), with, again, a lack of 
evidence that the type of task mattered for vocabulary learning. One thing these studies 
have in common is that they are based on a logic of comparing the effectiveness of 
different input conditions, with some or all of these input conditions involving 
interaction. One thing that is typically not done in these studies is to look closely at the 
interaction itself. 
Several studies of word learning within CA-SLA, though, have looked closely at 
interaction and have shown how the interaction, and in particular repair work within the 
interaction, may provide opportunities for, or afford (Churchill, 2007; Thoms, 2014; 
van Lier, 2000), word learning. Since the publication of Schegloff, Jefferson, and 
Sacks’s (1977) article on conversational repair, there has accumulated a large body of 
work on repair, including repair in interaction involving L2 users and in institutional 
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contexts such as language classrooms (e.g., Kasper, 1985). I will not review this 
research here, but only note that, following Schegloff et al. (1977), a repair sequence 
can be divided into its initiation and the repair itself and that the initiation and the repair 
can be performed either by the participant who produced the trouble source targeted for 
repair (self) or by another participant (other), so that there can be self-initiated 
self-repair, other-initiated self-repair, self-initiated other-repair, or other-initiated 
other-repair. In a relatively early study in CA-SLA related to word learning, Brouwer 
(2003) examined word searches, a specific type of self-initiated (self- or other-) repair 
(Goodwin & Goodwin, 1986), and whether they provide opportunities for learning. Two 
important points made by Brouwer are that (a) when a word search is initiated by an L2 
user, it does not follow that the word search is related to gaps in the L2 users’ lexical 
knowledge and (b) that when there is an orientation to language expertise, a word search 
may, but does not necessarily, provide an opportunity for learning. Jung (2004) also 
examined word searches and focused on some of the resources used by Korean users of 
L2 English (e.g., formulaic expressions such as how can I say) as they sought assistance 
in finding a solution to a word search. In using such resources, these L2 users of English 
created opportunities for word learning by eliciting vocabulary assistance from others. 
In the language classroom, student-initiated word searches that are completed by the 
teacher may provide opportunities for word learning as well, as shown by Pekarek 
Doehler (2010). Other sorts of repair work can also provide opportunities for word 
learning, as shown in Markee (2008), in which a teacher initiated repair on a student’s 
unusual word choice and, in doing so, helped to create an opportunity for learning, and 
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by Seedhouse and Walsh (2010) who, drawing on data and analysis from an 
unpublished dissertation (Loewen, 2002), demonstrated how a teacher’s correction of a 
student’s pronunciation can provide an opportunity for learning. Interactional practices 
which create learning opportunities are not limited to repair and correction, though. 
Eskildsen and Wagner (2015), for example, show how gestures, often used in 
conjunction with repair and correction, also create such opportunities. 
However, it is one thing to show that practices of repair (or other interactional 
practices) create opportunities for word learning, but another to show that word learning 
has actually occurred. One way to show that word learning through interaction has 
occurred is through a longitudinal approach (see also Schmitt, 1998, who advocates a 
longitudinal approach within a very different research paradigm). Of the studies 
mentioned in the previous paragraph, Jung (2004), Pekarek Doehler (2010), and 
Eskildsen and Wagner (2015) all provided fairly strong longitudinal evidence, while 
Markee (2008) provided fairly weak longitudinal evidence, of word learning, indicating 
that the opportunities to learn a word provided by different interactional practices may, 
indeed, result in learning the word. In this article, I use CA-SLA with longitudinal data 
to show how opportunities for word learning may be created through practices of repair, 
and possibly other interactional practices, and to track how one particular word begins 
to be used and how its use develops over time. 
In order to do this, I draw on Markee’s (2008) proposal for the use of LBT 
within CA-SLA, consisting of two components: learning process tracking (LPT) and 
learning object tracking (LOT). The former looks at interactional practices to see how 
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different practices, and in particular repair practices, provide opportunities for learning 
and how these opportunities are (or are not) used by language learning participants. 
While Markee focuses on learning processes in a language classroom, I will be 
extending this to learning processes in conversations-for-learning. The latter, LOT, is 
then used to provide evidence for whether or not the object of such learning processes, a 
learnable (Majlesi, 2014), is actually learned. In order to demonstrate learning it is 
necessary to demonstrate change, and Ellis (2010) argues that this change  
can occur at three different levels. Level 1 is where change originates in social 
activity . . . To demonstrate this, it is necessary to provide evidence that the 
learner could not perform x prior to the occasion when its jointly constructed use 
becomes evident. Level 2 is where the learner demonstrates the ability to use the 
newly acquired feature in a similar context . . ., but independently of any 
interlocutor’s scaffolding. Level 3 occurs when the learner can extend the use of 
the feature to an entirely different context. (pp. 44–45) 
Shintani and Ellis (2014) argue, correctly in my view, that Markee (2008) demonstrates 
learning at levels 1 and 2, but not at level 3.1 They therefore adope a pre-test/post-test 
design to demonstrate learning at level 3. In what follows, though, I show how LBT can 
be used to demonstrate word learning at each of these levels without the use of a 
pre-test and post-test, with the LPT and LOT components together used to demonstrate 
learning at level 1 and the LOT component alone used to demonstrate learning at levels 
2 and 3. With regard to tracking learning objects, it perhaps should be noted that 
Seedhouse and Walsh (2010) caution that, though it is “possible to use CA to track an 
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individual’s acquisition of learning items,” such as a particular word, it is also “a 
problematic and time-consuming undertaking” (p. 146). I agree that using LOT to track 
the learning of a particular word may be problematic, or at least difficult, and is 
certainly time-consuming. But being able to show that an opportunity for learning 
within interaction actually did result in learning is also worth the effort, in that it can 
connect apparent learning opportunities with evidence that learning has actually 
occurred. 
   Before continuing, I should also note one issue related to theory and 
terminology. Earlier, I equated providing opportunities for word learning with affording 
word learning. That is, one way to understand interactional practices that may provide 
opportunities for learning is that they afford or create affordances for learning. While 
the use of the terms afford and affordance is common in ecological approaches to the 
study of language learning (Churchill, 2007; Thoms, 2014; van Lier, 2000), and while it 
may be possible to integrate a CA-SLA approach within such an ecological approach, I 
will from here on avoid the use of this terminology. The reason is that, adopting an 
ethnomethodologically oriented CA-SLA perspective on learning, I take an agnostic 
stance toward theoretical constructs related to learning, and in particular toward 
cognitivist constructs. Affordance is a theoretical construct which was developed and 
has been used within an approach to cognition that takes account of the environment, 
where affordances are to be found (Gibson, 1986), and embodiment (Chemero, 2009). 
As a theoretical construct, though, it is closely connected to a particular theory of 
cognition. I will therefore follow Brouwer and refer simply to opportunities for 
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learning. 
 
<A>PARTICIPANTS AND DATA 
   The data for this study are drawn from recordings of conversations-for-learning 
between a first language (L1) user and an L2 user of English. More specifically, the L2 
user is an adult L1 user of Japanese called Nori (pseudonym). In his early 40s, Nori 
immigrated from Tokyo to Honolulu with his wife and two elementary school-aged 
daughters, where he began work as an assistant manager of a popular Japanese 
restaurant. His proficiency in English at the time of moving to Honolulu was fairly 
limited and while his daughters presumably had fairly extensive contact with both 
English and Pidgin (aka, Hawaiʻi Creole English, an English-lexified creole widely 
spoken in Hawaiʻi [Sakoda & Siegel, 2003]) through their experiences at public school, 
his contact with English in his daily life also seemed to be fairly limited. Shortly after 
arriving in Honolulu, Nori met the author, who I will refer to as Eric, a graduate student 
at that time who had earlier lived in Japan for approximately seven years and who was 
an L1 user of English and a proficient L2 user of Japanese. In their early contacts, Nori 
and Eric interacted in Japanese, but they soon agreed to begin meeting at Eric’s 
apartment for the purpose of providing Nori with opportunities to practice English. Nori 
also agreed to allow Eric to audiorecord these meetings for future use in research. While 
they planned to meet weekly, due to schedule conflicts, this was not always possible. 
They were able, though, to meet a total of nineteen times across approximately seven 
months, from February, 2001, to September, 2001. The date and length of each meeting 
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are shown in Table 1.2 
<INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE> 
TABLE 1 
Nori Recordings (2/23/'01~9/11/'01)          
 
Number     Date   Week   Length (min.)  
Nori 1      02/23  Week 1  42.5 
Nori 2      03/30  Week 6  44 
Nori 3      04/06  Week 7  43 
Nori 4      04/20  Week 9  35 
Nori 5      04/27  Week 10  40 
Nori 6      05/04  Week 11  45 
Nori 7      05/18  Week 13  40.5 
Nori 8      05/25  Week 14  45.5 
Nori 9      06/01  Week 15  47 
Nori 10     06/08  Week 16  44.5 
Nori 11     06/22  Week 18  45 
Nori 12     07/06  Week 20  44 
Nori 13     07/13  Week 21  44 
Nori 14     07/20  Week 22  25 (42)3 
Nori 15     07/27  Week 23  40.5 
Nori 16     08/03  Week 24  46.5 
Nori 17     08/17  Week 26  44 
Nori 18     09/04  Week 29  57 
Nori 19     09/11  Week 30  44.5      
Total                817.5 (834.5) 
                  13:37.5 
Average               43 (44)    
 
   The vocabulary item that I focus on is the English word near, used as an 
adjective or preposition. This focus is not based on anything inherently interesting about 
this word. Rather, it is based on the observation, initially made during the process of 
transcription, that Nori appears to start using near during the first recorded meeting and 
continues to use it, in different ways, in some of the subsequent meetings. As will be 
shown, he does not attempt to use a synonym—close (or variations of close)—that is 
available in the interaction. That is, certain interactional practices appear to create 
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opportunities for Nori to learn both near and close, but he only starts using near. In 
addition, he also sometimes uses near with the word side, which is used more widely in 
both Pidgin4 and Hawaiʻi English than in other varieties of English, and occasionally 
uses more precise formulations of relative location. 
 In what follows, after first showing how Nori initially uses a Japanese 
equivalent of near and close, I examine how he begins to use near in the first recording 
and continues using it across the recording period. Next, I examine apparent 
opportunities to learn close and Nori’s apparent non-learning, or at least non-use, of this 
word. After a brief look at the use of more precise vocabulary for formulating relative 
location, I then examine how Nori uses side and the presence in Nori’s talk of the 
expression near side. Finally, I argue that Nori uses and learns near because he finds it 
immediately useful, while he does not find close to be immediately useful. I also argue 
that near side may be a combination of two words that Nori finds to be both useful and 
semantically similar. 
 
<A>INITIAL AND CONTINUING USES OF NEAR 
   Early in the first recording, the following exchange takes place. 
 
 
EXCERPT 1 N1 
01 N: (futsu) uh my- (1.0) chi- (0.2) daughter, (.) 
02   two two daughter, 
03 E: yeah 
04 N: yah ↑elementary: (0.5) u- ↓ano hh (.) ↑nan da? 
                     SF       what CP 
05   chikai. 
    close 
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06 (0.4) 
07 E: so the elementary school is close by? 
08 N: yes::. 
09 E: °m° 
10 (0.4) 
11 N: .n o:ne uh ↑grade one ↓and ↑grade four. 
In line 04, Nori enters a word search following the word “elementary,” as he stretches 
the last vowel of this word, pauses twice, produces “ano” (‘uh’) and other non-lexical 
sounds, and says “nan da” (‘what is it’), an expression often found in the environment 
of a word search. In line 05, he solves the word search with the Japanese word “chikai” 
(‘close’ or ‘near’). Following a brief gap, Eric then reformulates this in line 07, 
prefacing it with “so” and using rising intonation. The reformulation is thus produced as 
a candidate understanding of what Nori has said, arrived at on the basis of Nori’s talk, 
which initiates repair on that talk. As part of the candidate understanding, Eric uses 
“close by” as a translation of “chikai” and thus offers this expression as an alternative 
solution to Nori’s word search. Nori then confirms the candidate understanding (08), 
completing the repair sequence, before providing more information about his daughters 
(11). Through his confirmation, and the fact that he does not initiate repair, Nori claims 
that he does not have a problem with Eric’s candidate understanding, but he does not 
provide any stronger evidence that he understands what Eric has said. 
 A few minutes later, Eric asks a question about two restaurants that Nori used to 
operate in the Ikebukuro area of Tokyo. 
 
EXCERPT 2a N1 
01 E: wha- what is it near. 
02 (2.6) ((N sips coffee)) 
03 E: is it near any- anything around there? 
04 (0.2) 
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05 N: newen- (.)  [ih- 
06 E:        [is it ↑what is it near. 
07 (0.8) 
08 N: what is a new. 
09 E: what is it close by. 
10 N: .hh close by. 
11 E: yeah. 
12 N: wa:kannai na.=↑no understand.  [cluh 
    understand-NG IP 
    I don’t understand. 
13 E:                  [so: in uh: 
14   in:= 
15 N: =close by.= 
16 E: =in: Minami Ikebukuro?= 
17 N: =yes. 
18 E: righ- n:: there there is your restaurant? 
19 N: yes. 
20 E: both of them? 
21 N: yes. 
22 E: are there other places that are are close 
23   to there? 
24 N: yes. 
25 E: or near there? 
26 (0.3) 
27 E: is it near the station? 
28 (1.0) 
29 N: °near°oh=oh >oh=oh< (0.2) station Ikebukuro 
30   Station? 
31 E: yeah= 
32 N: =↑ah near the station? ↓oh .h  [↑okay. 
33 E:                    [yeah 
34 N: uh:: wa- .hh walk it- ↑walk=hh (0.2) maybe: 
35   five minute. 
36 E: oh okay. 
37 N: yes. 
When Eric’s question in line 01 gets no response, which to some extent can be 
accounted for by Nori sipping his coffee (audible in the recording due to the clip-on 
microphone), he repairs the question in line 03 by changing it to a yes–no question. As 
is turns out, this becomes the start of extended repair work. Nori initiates repair in line 
05 through an attempt to repeat something from the question, which Eric takes to be 
“near.” This can be seen in how Eric attempts to complete the repair (06), at first by 
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repeating the yes–no question but then abandoning it as he returns to his original 
question, placing “near” at the end and stressing it. In line 08, Nori initiates repair again 
by attempting to repeat the question and showing how he has heard Eric’s stressed 
“near.” Eric again attempts to complete the repair by once more modifying the question, 
this time replacing “near” with a synonymous expression, “close by” (09), placed at the 
end of the question and stressed. Nori then repeats this expression (10) and Eric 
confirms this (11), but Nori then overtly states his lack of understanding, using the 
Japanese expression “wakannai na” (‘I don’t understand’) followed by a translation of 
this as “no understand” (12) (Hauser, 2013). In partial overlap with the start of Eric’s 
next attempt to complete the repair (13–14), Nori then states that what he does not 
understand is “close by.” Eric and Nori then engage in more elaborate repair work, as 
Eric first elicits reconfirmations of information that Nori has already provided about his 
two restaurants (16–21). He then asks the question again, this time using the word 
“close” (22–23), which he once again stresses. When Nori responds with one more 
confirmation (24), Eric then adds to the question, using “near” and stressing it. Once 
more, this gets no response and Eric then asks a different question (27), using the word 
“near” and providing “the station” as a candidate answer. 
   There is then another gap (28), following which Nori very quietly repeats “near” 
(29). He then immediately claims recognition of something with repeated “oh”s, or 
what are often called change-of-state tokens (Heritage, 1984). Stivers (2004) shows how 
multiple sayings of the same word or other unit are responsive not just to the prior turn, 
but to the entire preceding course of action. The multiple “oh”s in line 29 can be 
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understood as not only claiming a change of state with regard to Eric’s prior turn in line 
27, but with recognizing what Eric has been trying to get across and Nori has been 
struggling to understand throughout the repair work. He then displays recognition of the 
word “station” by repeating it and asking a confirmation question about the specific 
station that Eric has referred to (29–30). Eric confirms this (31), but rather than 
responding to this confirmation, Nori immediately claims and displays further 
recognition by saying “ah,” roughly equivalent to English “oh” (Tanaka, 1999), 
repeating “near the station,” and then saying “oh” and “okay” (32), the latter being in 
overlap with another confirmation from Eric (33). With these multiple claims and 
displays of recognition and, thus, understanding, the repair work is finally brought to a 
close and Nori answers the question in lines 34–35 by stating how long it takes to walk, 
with Eric receipting the answer in line 36. In excerpt 2b, Eric then asks another question, 
once more using “near” and providing a candidate answer (“Meiji Doori,” a major street 
name). 
EXCERPT 2b  
38 E: near: near Meiji Doori? or where. 
39 N: ↑yes yes. 
40 E: °oh:°= 
41 N: =Meiji Doori (0.3) in: (.) n (0.3) Zoshigaya. 
Nori answers by confirming the candidate answer (39) and then repeating it (41). He 
then adds further locational information in the form of a place name (“Zoshigaya”). 
   Following some vocabulary work related to how to say “ohaka” (‘cemetery’) in 
English (not shown), Eric then describes a different restaurant that he knows about in 
that area, as shown in lines 57–59, 61–62, and 64 of excerpt 2c. 
EXCERPT 2c 
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57 E: if you go down Meiji Doori: (0.6) maybe 
58   about uh (0.4) fifteen minutes from Ikebukuro 
59   Station, 
60 N: ye [s. 
61 E:   [on foot, (0.4) uh: ↑near uh (.) near 
62   (0.4) ↓what ↑as you get closer to Mejiro. 
63 N: yes:. 
64 E: there there's a restaurant called Tommy's. 
In lines 61–62, Eric engages in self-initiated self-repair in which he twice says “near” 
before completing the repair with “as you get closer to Mejiro.” One thing to note is that 
while Eric initiates repair on “near” and completes it with “closer,” Nori does not 
participate in this repair work or initiate repair himself on either of these words. 
Following a claim by Nori to know, but to have never entered the restaurant that Eric is 
talking about (not shown), Eric assesses the restaurant in lines 81 and 83 of excerpt 2d. 
EXCERPT 2d 
81 E: their  [their pi-  [↑their pizza= 
82 N:     [↑mita.    [↑mita koto aru.= 
         see-AS     see-AS thing EX-PLAIN 
                I’ve seen it. 
83 E: =[is very good.] 
84 N: =[↑pizza. yes ] yes::. h .hh 
85   a:no (1.0) °n n ↑>doko datta kana.<° 
    SF         where CP-AS Q-IP 
               Where was it? 
86 (0.2) 
87 N: .h Chitosebashi.  [near 
88 E:            [yeah 
89 N: ↑yes ↓yes [::: 
90 E:       [>yeah it's near< Chi-  
91   Chitosebash [i: uh bus    [stop. ] 
92 N:        [Chitosebashi  [near. ] 
93 N: yes yes:. 
94 (0.5) 
95 N: °okay.° ↑shitteru. ↑I know. 
          know-AS-PLAIN 
          I know. 
After the assessment, Nori and Eric formulate the location of this restaurant more 
precisely with a place name (“Chitosebashi”) in lines 87–92. In doing this, Nori uses the 
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word “near” in lines 87 and 92, while Eric also uses it in line 90. 
   Within the span of a few minutes, then, Nori has gone from using “chikai,” a 
Japanese translation equivalent of near or close, to solve a word search, to repeating and 
displaying non-recognition and non-understanding of both “near” and “close by” used 
by Eric, to repeating “near” and claiming and displaying recognition and understanding 
of it, to using “near” in a local context in which it is not a repetition of something Eric 
has said, saying “Chitosebashi near.” Through saying “Chitosebashi near,” Nori 
provides a more precise formulation of the location of the restaurant Eric has introduced 
and assessed, thus displaying, rather than simply claiming (Heritage, 2007; Sacks, 
1995), knowledge of this restaurant. Not only is near used shortly after it is recognized, 
it also becomes a useful resource for Nori to display his prior knowledge of the place 
that Eric is talking about. Through establishing the existence of this prior knowledge, 
Nori uncovers a connection between himself and Eric, as they share specific knowledge 
related to the Ikebukuro area of Tokyo. Though the repair work in excerpt 2a is 
undertaken to achieve Nori’s understanding of Eric’s questions so as to be able to 
answer, it can also be seen to provide opportunities for learning the words that are 
targeted for repair, namely near and close. LPT would thus seem to be applicable to 
data from outside the sort of classroom investigated by Markee (2008). Also, by 
tracking the learning object near both forward in time to when it is used again shortly 
after the repair work and back in time to when it could have been used but, instead, a 
Japanese translation was used, it is possible to demonstrate Ellis’s (2010) Level 1 and 
Level 2 of learning. Nori was unable to use near in Excerpt 1 but comes to be able to 
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use it in Excerpt 2a as a result of the repair work, thus showing learning at Level 1. 
Shortly thereafter, he is able to use it independently in Excerpt 2d, thus showing 
learning at level 2. 
    As a learning object, it is possible to continue to track Nori’s use of near 
across the first recording and subsequent recordings. As the conversation between Nori 
and Eric continues, they discuss where Eric has lived in and around Ikebukuro, where 
Nori’s parents live, which is relatively far from Tokyo, and where Nori’s wife’s parents 
live in Tokyo. As they do this, they continue to establish the existence of shared 
geographical knowledge. In addition, Nori continues to find near a useful word. 
Counting immediate self-repetitions as a single use, he uses it six more times in this first 
recording, saying “near near tatemono nani ga atta” (‘what buildings were near there’), 
“moo sugoku near” (‘really very near’), “near on the Rikkyoo Doori (street name),” 
“Owase (place name) back side near mountain,” “Mejiro Station near,” and “near side.” 
As shown in Table 2, he continues sporadically to use near over the course of the 
seven-month recording period. How he uses it shows a lot of variation without any clear 
developmental pattern, for example, he uses it alone as a response, in an unfinished 
turn-at-talk, following a place reference, before a place reference, between two place 
references, as part of “near side,” and within a Japanese morphosyntactic frame. 
<INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE> 
 
TABLE 2 
Nori’s Use of near After Excerpts 2a–2d   
 
Recording  Frequency  Usage                   
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N1     6      “near near tatemono nani ga atta” 
            “moo sugoku near” 
            “near on the Rikkyoo Doori” 
            “Owase back side near mountain” 
            “Meijiro Station near” 
            “near side” 
N6     4      “my wife parents very … near” 
            “near station” 
            “Nagoya is near near Sapporo … Genghis Kahn 
ano (“uh”) Koyooen (place name)” 
“near” (repetition of Eric) 
N8     1      “Koko Marina Shopping Center … near” 
N9     1      “near … near side … big big hill” 
N10     3      “Philadelphia Los Angeles near” (question) 
            “near Costco” 
            “how first near Safeway” 
N11     1      “very Tokyo near” 
N12     5      “Gakushuuin (place name) near near Gakushuuin” 
            “near Gakushuuin University” 
            “uh near …” 
            “very near” 
            “Gakushuuin near” 
N13     5      “near … next to Hale Kulani” (place name) 
            “near …” 
            “near … Foodland” 
            “Food Pantry near restaurant” 
            “Kalakaua (street name) uh near Tony Roma’s” 
N15     2      “very near” 
            “near Meguro Station” 
N16     2      “Manoa Fall near side” 
            “near Manoa Falls” 
N17     1      “Missouri near side ni (postposition) … ano 
            (“uh”) real submarine” 
N18     3      “near two … two hundred yards” 
            “yeah near” 
            “golf club … near side uh mountain side …  
ranch” 
N19     2      “piano to (conjunction) boxercise wa (topic 
marker) near place” 
“near uh UH side” 
Total    36                          
    
   Nori’s use of near also varies sequentially, as shown in excerpts 3, 4, and 5. 
 
EXCERPT 3 N6 
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01 E: uh I- I lived uh: (0.2) ↑near: ↓near uh:m 
02   Hoshigaoka Station. 
03 N: oh:=n=n=n=n. 
04 (0.9) 
05 E: ih w’z at Nijigaoka: (.) [‘r something. 
06 N:                 [n:=n=n. 
07 (2.2) 
08 N: Higashiyama Zoo? 
09 (0.2) 
10 E: yeah near there. 
11 N: ah hn: ha ha  [ne(h)ar. 
12 E:           [h h   heh heh heh .h okay. 
 
In lines 01–02 of excerpt 3, Eric is answering a question about where he lived in 
Nagoya, to which he adds more information in line 05. Following a gap of a little over 
two seconds, Nori then initiates a new sequence by asking a related question in line 08, 
which Eric answers using “near” in line 10. In line 11, Nori receipts this with “ah,” 
laughter, and repetition of “near.” In sequential terms, Nori’s use of “near” is within the 
next turn following a turn in which Eric uses “near.” Of Nori’s 36 uses of near after 
excerpts 2a to 2d, five can be found in the next turn following a turn in which Eric uses 
near. 
EXCERPT 4 N8 
 
01 E: °m° .h is there a Starbucks (0.3) ↓uh: ↑near 
02   where you live? 
03 (0.6) 
04 N: m? 
05 E: is there a Starbucks nea:r ye:r (.) apartment? 
06 (0.8) 
07 N: °m m° (0.6) m- ah::: (0.5) Koko Marina (.) 
08   shopping center. 
09 (0.8) 
10 E: oh ↑okay. 
11 N: >near.< .h m:::aybe uh (0.2) drive (.) five 
12   minute. 
13 E: oh. 
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In Excerpt 4, Eric asks a question in line 01 and then re-asks the question in line 05 in 
response to Nori’s repair initiation (04). In the original question, Eric uses “near where 
you live,” which is then changed to “near your apartment” in the repaired question. Nori 
answers the question in lines 07–08, which Eric receipts in line 10. At this point, the 
sequence is possibly complete, but Nori then adds more information to his answer in 
lines 11–12, which Eric receipts in line 13. He also uses “near” as part of this additional 
information. Even though the sequence initiated through Eric’s questions is possibly 
complete at line 10 (or even at line 08), by adding more information to his answer, 
Nori’s talk in lines 11–12 is responsive to Eric’s questions and, therefore, an extension 
of the same sequence. In this excerpt, then, Nori’s “near” is not in the next turn, but 
within the same sequence as a turn in which Eric uses “near.” However, of Nori’s 36 
uses of near following excerpts 2a to 2d, this is the only one within the same sequence 
as a near produced by Eric which is not in the next turn. 
 
EXCERPT 5 N15 
 
01 E: oh the- (0.4) d’z this shop ‘v th’ same name? 
02 N: yes.  [soo soo. 
        yeah yeah 
03 E:    [oh. 
04 E: in Meguro? 
05 N: Meguro. 
06 E: oh. 
07 (0.4) 
08 N: ano (0.2) ↑Gongenzaka. 
    SF 
09 (0.4) 
10 N: ne- n::ear Meguro Station. 
11 E: yeah. 
12 N: (yah) very good. 
13 (2.2) 
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In lines 01–03, there is a question-answer-answer receipt sequence. Eric then initiates a 
new sequence with a question in line 04. Nori answers the question in line 05 and Eric 
receipts the answer with “oh” in line 06. In lines 08 and 10, Nori continues the sequence 
by adding some additional and more specific locational information. In doing so, he 
uses “near” in line 10. This use of “near” does not follow a use of the word by Eric in 
the immediately prior turn or in a prior turn within the same sequence. Of Nori’s 36 
uses of near following excerpts 2a to 2d, 30 of them, the overwhelming majority, do not 
follow a use of near by Eric either in the immediately prior turn or a prior turn within 
the same sequence. While Nori occasionally uses near soon after Eric uses it, and can 
sometimes be said to be repeating it, following the extended repair work in excerpt 2a, 
Nori is able to make frequent, independent use of near from the first recording. 
   In addition, after the repair work shown in excerpt 2a, Nori never again in the 
recorded data targets Eric’s use of near for repair. As can be seen in Table 3 in the next 
section, this is not because Eric does not use near. Excerpt 6 shows an example of 
repair initiated by Nori in a sequential environment where Eric has used near, but where 
it is something else in Eric’s talk that is targeted as the trouble source. 
 
EXCERPT 6 N2 
 
01 E: in uhm (0.3) in Tokyo (0.6) uh: (0.8) near 
02   Omotesandoo? 
03 N: oh Omotesandoo, 
04 E: there's a: there's a bar that that ser:ves 
05   (0.8) >that specializes< in Belgian beer. 
06 N: yeah_ 
07 (0.3) 
08 E: an' they have thirdy or fordy different kinds 
09   of Belgian beer. 
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10 (0.3) 
11 N: gokain ↑baajin beer? ((kind Belgian beer)) 
12 (0.5) 
13 E: in: (0.2) >↑near Omotesandoo,< 
14 N: m [: 
15 E:  [there's a bar that serves (.) 
16 N: m:= 
17 E: =many different <kinds of> (0.4) Belgian beer. 
18 N: .h ah:::woh:: ↑I don' know. ↑wakannai. 
                      understand-NG 
                      I don’t understand. 
19 (1.0) 
20 N: soko ni itteta? 
    there PP go-AS-AS 
    Did you go there? 
21 E: yeah. 
 
In lines 01–02, Eric says “near Omotesandoo” with rising intonation, hearable as 
try-marking (Sacks & Schegloff, 1979, 2007) used to elicit recognition of the street 
name, “Omotesandoo,” which Nori provides in line 03. In lines 04–05, Eric states 
something about “a bar” that can be found in that area, to which Nori responds with 
“yeah” (06). As a relatively minimal response and said with flat intonation, this is 
hearable as a continuer (Schegloff, 1982), indexing an understanding that Eric has not 
finished. After a short gap, Eric then adds more information (08–09). In line 11, Nori 
then initiates repair by, apparently, attempting to repeat Eric’s “kinds of Belgian beer” 
(08–09) with rising intonation. Eric treats this as a problem of understanding, as he 
completes the repair by simplifying what he has said in lines 01–02, 04–05, and 08–09; 
by breaking it into smaller pieces said across lines 13 (after abandoning “in”), 15, and 
17, with Nori producing continuers that receipt some of these smaller pieces in lines 14 
and 16; and by increasing the perceptual salience of “kinds of Belgian beer” by the slow 
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articulation of “kinds of” and the stress at the start of “Belgian” and “beer” (17). In this 
excerpt, both Nori and Eric treat Eric’s “kinds of Belgian beer” as something which 
Nori has difficulty understanding. They do not, though, treat either of Eric’s “near”s as 
a trouble source. While it cannot be said that because Nori does not target “near” or 
“near Omotesandoo” as a trouble source that he therefore understands what Eric is 
saying, it can be said that Nori passes up two opportunities to indicate trouble with this 
word, after the try-marking in line 02, where he displays recognition, and after Eric’s 
second use of “near Omotesandoo” (13), where he instead produces a continuer. Nori 
thus implicitly claims that near is not causing him trouble. 
   Excerpt 7 shows a case in which Eric uses “near” to initiate repair targeting 
something in Nori’s talk. 
 
EXCERPT 7 N12 
01 N: sugu yo. ↑Gakushuuin ↓near. ↑near: ↓Gakushuuin. 
    soon IP 
02 (0.5) 
03 E: near where? 
04 N: near: Gakushuuin: (.) University? 
05 E: oh ↑o↓kay. 
06 N: n. 
 
In line 03, Eric uses “near where” with rising intonation to initiate repair on the place 
name used by Nori in line 01. This is a relatively strong repair initiator (Schegloff, 
Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977), as it clearly targets the place name as the trouble source. 
Nori then completes the repair by repeating “near Gakushuuin” and then adding 
“University” (06). Rather than treating near as itself something which causes trouble, 
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Eric and Nori use it as part of their effort to repair a different kind of trouble. Though 
there is a fair amount of variation in how Nori uses near, by tracking its use across time 
(LOT), it is possible to show that he can use it in new interactional contexts, that is, 
when it has not been used by Eric in either the prior or a recent turn. With regard to this 
new word, Nori thus shows learning at Ellis’s (2010) Level 3. 
 
<A>NON-USE OF AN AVAILABLE SYNONYM 
   When Eric offers a candidate understanding of Nori’s talk in Excerpt 1, he uses 
the expression “close by” (07), which Nori does not treat as problematic. During the 
repair work in excerpt 2a, when Nori targets for repair the word “near,” Eric again uses 
“close by” (09), which Nori partially or fully repeats (10, 12, and 15) and states that he 
does not understand (12), and also uses “close to” (22-23). While Nori claims and 
displays recognition and understanding of “near” and eventually uses it in excerpts 2a to 
2d, he does not do this for Eric’s “close” or any of its variants. In fact, throughout the 
recordings, Nori never uses close as a synonym for near. There is clear evidence in 
Excerpt 2a that Nori does not understand Eric’s use of “close,” at least in this case. 
While it is possible that he develops receptive (Nation, 2001) understanding of close, as 
shown by the fact that he generally does not initiate repair on Eric’s use of close, he 
does not attempt to use it himself. This is despite apparent opportunities within the 
interaction to learn close. First, as can be seen in Table 3, though Eric uses near about 
twice as frequently, he uses both close and near. 
<INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE> 
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TABLE 3 
Frequency of Eric’s Use of near and close   
 
Recording  near   close  (Usage of close)    
N1     11   6    “close by” X 3 
              “close to” 
              “closer to” X 2 
N2     2    0 
N6     3    1    “close” 
N8     2    0 
N9     3    4    “closer” X 3 
              “closer than” 
N10     2    2    “close” 
              “closest to” 
N11     1    0 
N12     1    1    “close to” 
N13     1    1    “close to” 
N15     1    0 
N16     3    0 
N19     1    0 
Total    31   15             
     
  More importantly, as can be seen in Excerpts 1 and 2a, Eric engages in 
interactional practices that create for Nori opportunities to learn close. Specifically, he 
uses it in a candidate understanding of Nori’s talk (Excerpt 1) and as a synonym to 
explain near (Excerpt 2a). Excerpts 8 and 9 provide further examples of how 
interactional practices create for Nori apparent opportunities to learn close. 
 
EXCERPT 8 N6 
01 N: uhm (1.0) lives in Japanese, .hh ↓uh ↑my wife 
02   parents .h very: (1.2) 
03 E: clo [se? 
04 N:   [near. 
05 E: yeah_ 
06 N: n. 
07 E: oh you lived near your wife [’s parents. 
08 N:                  [live wih- 
09   yah:s yes::. 
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In line 02 of Excerpt 8, a long silence emerges following “very,” the last vowel of 
which is stretched. Eric then offers “close” (03) with rising intonation, as a candidate 
completion of Nori’s talk. In overlap, though, Nori completes his talk with “near” (04). 
Eric then uses “near” in a candidate understanding (07) of what Nori has said in lines 
01–02 and 04. “Close” is thus offered as the word that Nori is searching for, which 
would seem to create an opportunity for learning. However, rather than incorporate the 
word offered by Eric, Nori completes his talk with “near,” partially obscuring Eric’s 
“close” as a result of the overlap. 
 
EXCERPT 9 N10 
01 N: demo ne (0.2) s- Safeway bakkari. 
    but IP             only 
02 (0.4) 
03 E: you always go to Safeway? 
04 N: n. (.) ichiban (.) how first near ↓Safeway. 
        first 
05 E: Safeway is closest to your house? ((moving 
06   away)) 
07 N: m. 
08 (1.2) 
 
In line 01, Nori states that he always goes to Safeway (a supermarket), which Eric then 
offers a candidate understanding of (03). In line 04, Nori gives a reason for this in 
which he uses “near.” Eric then offers a candidate understanding of this, using a version 
of close, saying “Safeway is closest to your house” (05). As he says this, he appears to 
be moving away, based on a change of volume in his voice level. However, this change 
only becomes audible on the last three words, so that it would not seem to interfere with 
Nori being able to hear “closest.” (Eric moves away in order to retrieve a collection of 
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advertisements for different supermarkets.) Nori confirms the candidate understanding 
in line 07. Again, an apparent opportunity to learn close is created in the interaction as 
“closest” is used as part of a candidate understanding of Nori’s talk. 
   Apparent opportunities to learn close are also created in ways that do not involve 
repair. As can be seen in Excerpts 10 and 11, Eric sometimes uses close in turns which 
are designed to, and do, receive a response from Nori. 
 
EXCERPT 10 N9 
01 E: oh okay so that’s in uh (0.6) Kalihi. 
02 N: oh oh 
03 (0.6) 
04 E: °this one° 
05 N: .hh ((sniff)) 
06 E: Iwilei Road. 
07 (1.2) 
08 N: [oh 
09 E: [(then) that’s closer. yeah? 
10 N: n=n=n. 
 
This excerpt occurs while Nori and Eric are searching for locations on a map of the 
greater Honolulu area. In lines 01–02, Eric locates the place they are searching for as in 
“Kalihi” and Nori responds to this with two “oh”s. In line 06, Eric names the location 
they are searching for as “Iwilei Road.” In line 09, Eric assesses this location with 
“that’s closer.” As both Nori and Eric are looking at the map, their epistemic status 
(Heritage, 2012) regarding “Iwilei Road” would appear to be equal and Nori is in a 
position to either make his own assessment or respond in some other knowledgeable 
way. In addition, Eric adds the tag, “yeah,” said with rising intonation, which modifies 
the assessment to make it more like a question and calls more strongly for some sort of 
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response (Stivers & Rossano, 2010). Nori provides this response with a series of 
confirmation tokens in line 10, expressing agreement and, by implication, claiming 
understanding of the turn containing “closer.” 
   In Excerpt 10, Nori and Eric are on shared epistemic or knowledge territory 
(Heritage, 2011; Kamio, 1997). In Excerpt 11, Eric makes a statement about something 
that is clearly in Nori’s epistemic territory. 
 
EXCERPT 11 N12 
01 E: >oh bu’ that- that- that’s< close to yer 
02   y- (.) yer wife’s parents’ house. 
03 (1.3) 
04 N: m. 
05 E: yeah= 
06 N: =very near. 
07 E: >in that area.< ↑oh: o [↓kay. 
08 N:               [.hh ((sniff)) 
 
Prior to this excerpt, Nori and Eric have been talking about a well-known university in 
Tokyo. In lines 01–02, Eric states, along with some self-repair, “that’s close to your . . .  
your wife’s parents’ house.” Information about where his wife’s parents live is clearly 
knowledge that is normatively within Nori’s epistemic territory, rather than Eric’s, so 
this statement can be heard as a B-event statement (Labov & Fanshel, 1977) or a 
correction-invitation device (Sacks, 1995, e.g., Fall 1964–Spring 1965, Lecture 3) 
which makes conditionally relevant either a confirmation or correction from Nori. There 
is then a long silence (03), but Nori provides the confirmation in line 04. He then adds 
“very near” in line 06, which provides evidence that Nori understands what he is 
confirming. 
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   While Nori does not attempt to use close, he also does not, after the repair work 
shown earlier in Excerpt 2a, target it for repair. For example, in Excerpt 12, Eric’s 
“close” is simply confirmed. 
 
EXCERPT 12 N10 
01 E: oh very close. 
02 N: yes:. 
03 E: huh 
04 (1.0) 
05 N: .h Costco, Safeway, Foodland. 
06 E: yeah. 
 
Prior to this excerpt, Nori and Eric have been talking about the short amount of time it 
takes Nori to drive from his home to a particular store. In line 01, Eric treats what Nori 
has told him as informative by saying “oh” and then assesses it with “very close.” 
Rather than initiate repair, Nori simply accepts this assessment with “yes” (02), after 
which Eric produces a laugh token. The lack of repair initiation targeting close cannot 
be said to indicate that Nori necessarily understands Eric’s use of this word. However, it 
can be said that, after the repair work in Excerpt (2a), Nori does not treat his 
understanding of close as a problem. 
   Versions of the adjective close, then, are not only used by Eric and, therefore, 
part of the input to which Nori is exposed. Opportunities to learn it appear to be created 
within the interaction. Also, after the first recording, Nori does not target close for 
repair. Nevertheless, he does not attempt, at least not in the recorded data, to use close 
as a synonym of near. Thus, while it is possible that he develops receptive 
understanding of close and there is some weak evidence to support this, he does not 
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learn to use this word himself.5 
 
<A>USE OF MORE PRECISE DESCRIPTORS AND USE OF SIDE 
   While Nori does not, at least not in the recorded data, use close as a synonym of 
near, he does start to use more precise descriptors of location. He also makes use of a 
more creative expression, near side. 
<B>More Precise Descriptors 
   As can be seen in Excerpt 13, in addition to using other descriptors of location 
that are more precise than near, Nori at times targets near for self-repair, treating it as 
insufficiently precise. 
 
EXCERPT 13 N13 
01 E: Ha [le:: [Koa. 
02 N:   [Ha-  [near- n- next to Hale Kulani. 
03 (0.5) 
04 E: next to Hale Kulani. 
 
Prior to this excerpt, Nori and Eric have been trying to confirm the name of a particular 
Waikiki hotel, as part of an effort by Nori to describe the location of a restaurant. In line 
01, Eric offers the candidate “Hale Koa.” In overlap with “Koa,” Nori says “near” (02). 
He then initiates repair with a cut-off at the end of this word, replaces “near” with “next 
to,” and then completes the phrase with the name of a different hotel “Hale Kulani.” 
After a half-second silence, Eric repeats this (04). In his turn in line 02, Nori 
accomplishes an embedded correction (Jefferson, 1987) of Eric’s candidate and also 
increases the precision of his description. 
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<B>Use of Side 
   As mentioned in the introduction, the word side has a wider range of uses in 
Hawaiʻi English than in other varieties of English. Particularly common expressions 
that are used to give relative location are mountain side, ocean side, Diamond Head side, 
and Ewa side, as in mountain side of Ala Moana, meaning that part of Ala Moana which 
is closer to the mountains.6 As can be seen in Table 4, side is useful for Nori and he 
uses it a total of 34 times, particularly in the later part of the recording period. (For 
comparison, Eric uses side a total of four times, once each in the first, fifth, sixteenth, 
and seventeenth recordings.) His use is often targetlike, at least in Hawaiʻi English, 
including his first recorded use, “Seibu side,” meaning that part of Ikebukuro that is on 
the same side of Ikebukuro Station as Seibu Department Store. 
<INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE> 
TABLE 4 
Use of side by Nori   
 
Recording  Frequency  Usage              
N1     3      “Seibu side” 
            “back side” 
            “sono (“that”) side near side”* 
N9     2      “Taka side seat” 
“near side” 
N12     4      “side tree … side (no) tree”* 
            “left side” (x2) 
            “right side” 
N13     1      “mountain side” 
N14     2      “roadside” 
            “yacht harbor side” 
N15     3      “right side” 
            “Ala Moana side” (x2) 
N16     6      “west side pool” (x2) 
            “east side pool” 
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            “east side” (x2) 
            “Manoa Fall near side” 
N17     8      “beach side cafe” (x2) 
            “beach side … beach … beach side”* 
            “beach side” (x2) 
            “beach side hotel” 
            “Missouri near side” 
            “riverside” 
N18     4      “four side” (x2) 
            “far side” 
            “near side … mountain side”* 
N19     1      “near … UH side” 
Total    34                     
*Involves repetition as part of self-repair; counted as one use. 
 
   As can also be seen in Table 4, and of interest for how he uses near, there are 
five instances of Nori using the expression near side. The first of these, from the first 
recording, is shown in excerpt 14. 
 
EXCERPT 14 N1 
 
01 N: yes=yes.  [.hh 
02 E:       [I- I used to buy wi[ne there a lot. ] 
03 N:                   [so-    sono   ] 
                       tha-    that 
04   side? near side? (0.3) k- ↓ano ↑kaidan? hh 
                     SF  stairs 
05   [°(kaidan aru)°		 	 ] 
      stairs EX-PLAIN 
06 E: [no it's on th-  ] it's on the  [same- ↑same= 
07 N:                    [neh- 
08 E: =street  [though. 
09 N:      [muh my:  [my wife parents. 
10 E:            [oh. 
11 E: oh so you go down  [the steps? 
12 N:            [ye:s down down step. 
13   [yes. 
14 E: [oh okay. 
 
Prior to this excerpt, Nori and Eric have been talking about a wine shop in a part of 
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Tokyo familiar to both of them. In line 02, Eric makes a comment about this wine shop, 
in partial overlap with which Nori says “sono side” (‘that side’) (03–04), followed by 
“near side” (04), both produced with rising intonation. It is unclear from the recording 
whether “near side” is produced as a replacement for “sono side,” but even though 
“sono side” is produced with rising intonation, and so hearable as a try-marker (Sacks & 
Schegloff, 1979, 2007), instead of waiting for an indication of recognition or 
non-recognition from Eric, he immediately says “near side” with try-marking, after 
which a silence emerges during which there could be a recognitional response. Nori 
then adds, after some hesitation, “kaidan” (‘stairs’), also with rising intonation. In lines 
06 and 08, Eric initiates repair, and produces a correction, in third position (Schegloff, 
1992), treating what Nori has said in lines 03–04 as indicating that he has 
misunderstood the location of the wine shop that he has made the comment about in line 
02. However, Nori also initiates repair and produces a correction in third position, in 
partial overlap with Eric’s correction, in lines 07 and 09, treating Eric’s correction as 
indicating that he has misunderstood what place Nori is talking about in lines 03–04 
(and possibly 05). The two of them then complete the repair work with multiple “oh”s 
(10, 11, and 14) and a candidate understanding of Nori’s talk (11) from Eric and 
confirmations (12, 13) and partial repetition (12) from Nori. While Nori’s “near side” in 
line 04 is involved in multiple repair sequences, the expression itself is not targeted for 
repair. 
   The third time Nori uses this expression, from the sixteenth recording, is shown 
in Excerpt 15. 
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EXCERPT 15 N16 
01 N: demo .h Hawaii (0.5) ippai walking niwat- 
    but            many      chick- 
02   ano (0.4) Manoa? 
    SF 
03 E: yeah, 
04 N: Manoa Fa::ll n:ear side? 
05 E: near Manoa Fall[s? 
06 N:          [nuh near Manoa Falls, .hh 
07   (.) ippai (0.4) aruiteru. niwatori. 
       many     walk-AS-PLAIN chicken 
       Many chickens are walking. 
Here the talk that near side is part of, “Manoa Fall near side” (04), is targeted for repair. 
Eric initiates repair with a candidate understanding, “near Manoa Falls” (05), which 
changes “near side” to “near,” moves it to before rather than after the place name, and 
adds an “s” to the place name. Nori picks up on all these changes as he says, with a little 
self-repetition, “near Manoa Falls” (06). Eric thus treats Nori’s “near side” as meaning 
near and as something to target for repair, while Nori treats Eric’s understanding of the 
meaning as correct and accepts the candidate understanding. Interestingly, according to 
two linguistically knowledgeable L1 speakers of Pidgin that I asked about this (and 
ignoring the dropped “s” in the place name), Nori’s “Manoa Fall near side,” while not 
particularly idiomatic in Pidgin, is possible. One of these L1 speakers translated it as 
‘that part of Manoa Falls that is closer to where we are now.’ Eric’s understanding of 
what Nori has said is clearly different from this, but it is his understanding which comes 
to be accepted. 
   The fifth and final time that he uses this expression, from the eighteenth 
recording, is shown in Excerpt 16. 
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EXCERPT 16 N18 
01 N: ano (0.6) ↑Olumana? 
    SF 
02 (0.3) 
03 E: mhm, 
04 N: Olumana: (.) ↓ano ↑golf club (0.7) near si:de: 
             SF 
05   uh ↑mountain side (1.0) ↓ranch: (.) do you know? 
06 E: no. 
In lines 04–05, Nori says “near side uh mountain side.” The elongation on “side,” the 
use of “uh,” and the upward pitch shift with “mountain” together make this hearable as 
self-initiated self-repair, with “near side” targeted for repair and replaced with 
“mountain side,” as mentioned earlier, a common expression of relative location in 
Hawaiʻi, in this case meaning that part of Olumana which is closer to the mountains. 
While this is the final time that Nori uses near side in the recorded data, it is possible 
that he continues using it at other times. Also, it cannot be said that just because he 
repairs it in this case, that he has come to treat near side as incorrect. What can be said 
is that he treats near side as inadequate in the local context in comparison with 
mountain side. 
   As with near, the word side is a useful resource for Nori when he describes 
location, which is unsurprising for someone learning L2 English in Hawaiʻi. In addition, 
he occasionally combines these words as near side. Methodologically, by tracking 
Nori’s use of near over time (LOT), it becomes possible to see how he also uses 
semantically similar resources. 
 
<A>CONCLUSIONS 
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   It should be clear from the interaction presented in Excerpts 2a to 2d that repair 
and repetition can create opportunities for word learning, as has also been shown in 
previous CA-SLA research. In some interaction in a language classroom or other 
contexts in which language teaching and learning are oriented to by participants as 
relevant, a teacher may use interactional practices related to repair strategically to create 
opportunities for learning, just as students may orient to using such opportunities. 
However, even when there is no evidence of such strategic use, repair work which 
seems to be designed solely to solve problems of hearing, speaking, or perhaps most 
importantly, understanding—that is, repair work used to establish and maintain 
intersubjectivity—can also create opportunities for learning. Beyond classroom 
interaction, then, LPT can be used to show how those learning opportunities are 
incidentally created and, at times, made use of.7 
 However, in Excerpt 2a, there is repair and repetition of both close and near, yet 
it is only the latter that Nori starts to use. Why is it that repair and repetition seem to 
lead to use of near, but not of close? One important point to note again is that there is 
some, albeit weak, evidence that Nori develops receptive understanding of close, even 
though he does not use it. Focusing only on developing productive use of an L2 word, 
then, I would like to argue that a word is likely to be learned when it is one that the L2 
user finds useful, in that it can be used to express something in the L2 for which the L2 
user did not have an L2 word before, while an L2 word that can be used to express 
something for which the L2 user already has a different L2 word will not be useful, so 
there is no reason to bother trying to use it. In the case of Nori and the words near and 
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close, he finds during the first recording near to be useful for expressing in his L2 
English what he has slightly earlier expressed with the L1 Japanese word chikai, but 
having found near, he has no need of the synonym, close. Presumably, had he started 
using close rather than near, he would not have found near to be useful and would not 
have started using it. 
   This raises the question, though, of why Nori uses near side, especially given 
Eric’s understanding of it in excerpt 15 as a synonym of near, an understanding which 
Nori apparently accepts. A possibility is that Nori has found in side another useful 
resource for describing relative location, a resource that he finds to be semantically 
similar to near, but not synonymous with it, possibly something that he commonly 
hears in Hawaiʻi, and maybe similar to the Japanese word, gawa. For example, he uses 
“Seibu side” in the first recording to reference the same side of Ikebukuro station as 
Seibu Department Store, rather than something such as near or close to Seibu 
Department Store. He then combines the two words to get near side. Put another way, 
both near and side are useful for Nori, so he uses both in his English talk, while also 
being semantically similar, making it easy for him to use them together. 
   Though the interaction from which the data for this study were drawn did not 
occur in a language classroom, there are at least two possible implications for such 
classrooms. First, interaction can provide various unplanned opportunities for word 
learning, even when there is no deliberate attempt to teach vocabulary, so providing 
students with chances to interact in their L2 can be beneficial for learning. On the other 
hand, though, word learning through interaction may be limited if the students do not, 
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for example, attempt to start using synonyms of words which they are already using. 
Language students may therefore benefit from direct instruction in order to broaden 
their use of L2 vocabulary (cf., Elgort & Nation, 2010). 
   Finally, this study shows how, by tracking learning processes within interaction 
(LPT) and tracking learning objects across time (LOT), it is possible with longitudinal 
interactional data to demonstrate all three levels of learning put forward by Ellis (2010), 
without the necessity of adopting the sort of pre-test/post-test design used by Shintani 
and Ellis (2014). Along with other CA-SLA research using longitudinal data, this study 
thus demonstrates again the potential fruitfulness of using CA to investigate language 
learning. Seedhouse and Walsh (2010) describe what they term a paradox involved in 
tracking learning objects: 
 If we wish to introduce and track a particular ‘learning item’ . . ., then we need 
to keep very tight control of the interaction in order to ensure that the learners 
are compelled to produce the item we wish to track. However, it is only when 
control of the interaction is relaxed and the focus switches away from linguistic 
form, and learners have the freedom to organise the interaction and encode 
meanings for themselves, that more compelling evidence of learning is 
produced, . . . The problem is, however, that when control of the interaction is 
relaxed, participants may take it in a number of unexpected directions and the 
targeted item may never occur. (p. 135) 
Perhaps I simply fail to understand what is being argued, but it seems to me that there is 
a straightforward solution to this paradox, which is not to decide in advance the learning 
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object to be tracked, but rather to search the interaction for what becomes a learning 
object for the participants. While it certainly is time-consuming, the research reported in 
this article demonstrates that it can be done. In that such research can draw 
empirically-based connections between interactional opportunities for word learning 
and actual word learning, and can also lead to the discovery of apparent non-learning 
and the use of semantically similar expressions, this sort of research can be worth the 
time and effort needed to conduct it. 
 
NOTES 
1. Somewhat confusingly, Shintani and Ellis (2014) refer to these levels as levels 2, 3, 
and 4, with level 1 being, presumably, the level at which something has not been 
learned. 
2. Transcription conventions, based on Jefferson (2004), can be found in Appendix A. 
Where necessary, the transcriptions contain morpheme-by-morpheme glosses and loose 
translations of Nori’s Japanese. Symbols used in these glosses, based on Nguyen and 
Kasper (2009), can be found in Appendix B. Excerpts are labeled with a number 
followed by the number of the recording, N1, N2, and so on. 
3. Due to a bad microphone connection, only 25 minutes of the 42-minute recording on 
July 20 was audible. 
4. According to the popular Pidgin word and phrase book, Pidgin to da Max (Simonson, 
1981), side can be defined as area. In addition, the example sentence, ‘He stay Waianae 
side,’ is translated as ‘He lives near Waianae,’ so side would also seem to be 
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synonymous with near. 
5. Nori occasionally uses close to mean closed. Sometimes, it is articulated with a 
voiceless fricative, so that it sounds like the adjective close. 
6. Side is also used in expressions of absolute location, such as windward side and 
leeward side, which refer to different parts of an island such as Oahu. 
7. One important distinction in research on vocabulary learning is that between 
incidental and deliberate (Elgort & Nation, 2010), usually applied in the context of 
reading. From the perspective of this article, some cases of deliberate word learning 
and/or teaching can be seen as making strategic use of repair practices that can create 
opportunities for learning. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
Transcription Conventions 
 
Based on Jefferson (2004). 
 
[   start of overlap 
]   end of overlap (not always marked in transcript) 
=   latching (i.e., no beat of silence), or continuation of a turn across non-contiguous  
lines of transcript 
(0.2)  silence, measured to tenths of a second 
(.)   silence of less than two tenths of a second 
:   elongation of sound, more colons indicate longer elongation 
↑↓   shift in pitch up or down 
→   line of transcript in which object of interest occurs 
,   continuing intonation 
.   falling intonation 
?   rising intonation 
in_  flat intonation 
into  stress marked by underlining 
°°   start and end of quiet talk 
> <  start and end of faster talk 
< >  start and end of slower talk 
h   outbreath, more h-letters indicate longer outbreath 
.h   inbreath, more h-letters indicate longer inbreath 
(h)  laugh particle within a word 
(x)  unintelligible talk, number of x-letters indicates best guess at number of  
syllables 
(word) best guess at a word, words in parentheses separated by slash indicate alternative  
hearings 
(( ))  transcriber’s comments in double parentheses 
 
 
APPENDIX B 
 
Symbols Used in Morpheme-by-Morpheme Glosses 
 
Based on Nguyen & Kasper (2009) (N&K). 
 
AS   aspect morpheme (not in N&K) 
CP   copula 
EX   existential verb (not in N&K) 
IT   interactional token 
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NG   negative morpheme 
PLAIN plain verb inflection 
PP   postposition (not in N&K) 
Q    question marker 
SF   filler 
